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Matryoshka
Animator: Leigh Hodgkinson
Composer: Barnaby Templer
Sonic Arts Network, 2001

Part of the DVD-compilation:
Sonimation
Sonimation investigates the shared language of composer and animator and features six new collabora-
tive films from some of the UK’s most exciting emerging artists.

“Animator Leigh Hodgkinson and composer Barnaby Templer were commissioned to create a collabora-
tive film, Matryoshka, for Sonimation in 2001. They chose to make a film about an imaginary gadget 
and the illustration ‘Sonimation Speechy’ depicts their decision process. Barnaby recorded vox pops 
where he encouraged people to describe their perception of various electrical gadgets and he sampled 
sounds of mechanical and electrical materials. Leigh created photographic montages from elements 
based on images of parts of gadgets, and she researched relevant graphic representations.
‘Although we had a very clear initial objective – the end product remained a relative mystery until all the 
elements came together’.

Sonimation Speechy (Leigh Hodgkinson and Barnaby Templer). Aide memoire for presentation of collaborative film ‘Matryoshka’ at 

Sonimation public screening, showing the conversation between animator and composer during the film’s creation.

These examples reveal some strategies that enable sharing of creative input in what may be described 
as a truly collaborative manner, embracing and incorporating the practice and methodology of the other 
artist throughout the production process. The sometimes rather serendipitous approach can be seen as 
a reflection of the trust that they place in each other’s work.”

[Suzie Hanna, Norwich University College of the Arts, Composers and animators – the creation of interpretative and collaborative 

vocabularies, Journal of Media Practice Volume 9, Number 1, © Intellect Ltd 2008]
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Some stills from Matryoshka


